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HOW TO MAKE A BALL-JOINTED DOLL IN WOOD

by Donna Menke
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TOOLS

These are the tools I used to make this doll. If you have something close, and it does the job, then it is the 
right tool.

Carving gouges
1/16" #9
1/8" #9
1/4" #9
1/2" #9

Knives
hefty big blade
thin and delicate cutting blade

Drills
-drill press with a corner vise for initial wood 
preparation
-pin vise with drill bits will do for the small holes 
for the guide wires

Drill bits
-tiny drill bit that makes a tight 
hole for your diverting wires.
-1/8" or 4mm brad point bit for limbs
-1/4" or 6mm brad point bit for torso

Measuring and marking
-circle template, small, up to 2"
-calipers
-rulers

Other tools
-fine small metal file
-wooden ball and wire to make cord pullers
-large needle, like tapestry needle
-surgical hemostat
-tweezers
-bamboo skewers/small dowel
-spring clamps (used by beaders)
-steel crochet hook, about #7
-wire cutters
-fine toothed saw
-wooden chop stick, or ¼" basswood stick
-graphite paper
-a good light, so you can see really well
-needle-nosed pliers

Small circle template, depth gauge, 
ruler, calipers.

Carving knives, carving bits, wire 
cutters, pin vise, fine saw, files

Surgical clamp, tweezers, trimmed bamboo 
skewer, small skewer, spring clamps, crochet 
hook, large needle, wire cord pullers.
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MATERIALS

Basswood of certain dimensions:
-1 1/2" x 1 1/2" x 6" for body
-3/4" x 3/4" x 7" for legs- x2 = 14"
-1/2" x 1/2" x 5" for arms- x2 = 10"

brass rod 1/32" or 3/64" D, 12" long for diverting wires

thin brass wire and something like the wood bead, to make cord puller

Cyanoacrylate glue (Super Glue), to set the diverting wires; epoxy could be used

sandpaper, 150 grit and 220 grit

1/4” screw eye, or wire twisted to similar dimensions for the head

1mm round elastic cord; comes in 5 yard packages in sewing notions or hobby section

Challenge: to turn a hand full of small wood 
blocks into a functioning ball jointed doll. Lets 
get started!
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To draw on the side views you will have to sight from above since the 
pattern will no longer sit flat on the wood.

Don’t forget to use the right side of the pattern for the right side, and 
the left side pattern for that side, and check that you have it right 
before picking up your knife.

Did I mention that it is easy to mix up the patterns and pieces? One of 
the most difficult parts in doing this project was keeping everything 
where it belonged. Check first, and save time later on.

Carve to the sides lines in a flat plane, and check both upper leg pieces for square and for matching as 
mirror images.

Draw your center-lines, and then draw dotted lines
half-way between the center-lines and the edges of the
blank, on all sides. 

Carve in a straight plane from dotted line to dotted line
to make your piece into an octagonal cross-section.

Center the 1/2" circle template on the pelvis end cord
hole and draw a circle. Refine this end of the blank so
that the roughing out is a little bigger than 1/2".

Make the slot for the cord using the 1mm gouge.

Rough sand this end with 120 grit.

Aligning the side patterns is a bit of 
a challenge since the wood is no 
longer flat.

The result should be evenly spaced
planes all around the blank.

The pelvis end when 
sanded should be a decent
fit to the mating hole in 
the pelvis.

Your ends should have a nice 
square look to them before you
go any further.

Guide-lines for changing the 
square to an octagonal cross-
section.

Note: wire shown 
here is better done 
later.
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FEET

I thought it was rather fun to make the feet. The biggest problem is that they are so small and difficult to 
handle. Work over a mat on a table or you will find yourself looking for them on the floor.

Perfection in the feet is not as important as balance. If one of them has 3 toes, it will be noticeable.
Also, they need to be mirror images of each other. Two left feet will not look good.

Trim to the side profile
of the foot first, and
then make the top
views match. I used a
piece of heavy-duty
double-sided tape to
hold them together
while I carved them to
the same size and
shape.

Draw a circle 3/16" on the top of the foot- the ankle area. Carve
to the outside of this circle and pare down the corners to blend 
the circle into the ankles. Since this is thin cross-grained you 
should work from the top town so you don’t chip away the top 
of the ankle. Round over the top and adjust the bottom of the 
lower leg and the top of the foot until they make a good joint.

Draw the pattern of the top of the foot and trim the blank to 
match better in shape and thickness. These feet are 1/2" wide at 
toes and 5/16" wide at the heels.
Notice the diagonal line from the big toe to the center-line, it 
marks the high points on the top of the foot. Everything goes 
down from there.

Think of a shoe, and then imagine your
carved foot fitting into the shoe. Mostly, the
toes are much thinner than one would think.
I used the smaller, 1mm gouge to separate
the toes on top.

Make the top and bottom of the toes in the
same location. Continue the top grooves
around the tips of the toes and onto the
bottom of the toes to keep them aligned.

Transfer the pattern for the toes onto the bottoms of the feet and start to shape and define the details of the 
toes. 

Double-sided tape will 
hold the blanks together.

Both feet carved in both profiles. Right one 
slightly rounded.

Both feet roughly carved to shape.

    Some details carved on the bottoms.
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I used the 1/8” gouge to make the larger groove under the
curve of the toes.

Look at your own feet and notice the arch and form of the toes.
They are not sausages. 

The smaller toes curve under, but the big toe does not; it
actually curves up. Small and accurate details can contribute to
the realism of our carvings.

 The toes are so small that I did a lot of the shaping with sand
paper. I kept on reducing the thickness of the foot and refining
the arch until it looked a lot like my own feet.

The ball of the foot and the heel are relatively flat to the
ground, but the rest of the foot is mostly rounded.

If you want to indicate the ankle bone you can leave a bump
on the foot on the little toe side. The inside ankle bones are
between the foot and lower leg, so I left them out.

Make a slot in the ball of the ankle (direction from toes to 
heels) so that the cord will be able to let the foot flex and 
extend. The slot should be about 1/4" deep and 1/16" wide. 
Test the slot with the elastic cord to make sure it is wide 
enough to allow the cord to move smoothly.

Once you have a good form to your feet you can sand them 
and call it done, for now. We will do all the gluing of diverting 
wires later on. 

On the left is the roughly carved top of the 
left foot; on the right is the bottom of the 
right foot.

Wait to do the wires, but this is a good look at the 
inside edge profile of the finished feet.

Bottom of feet. Notice the flat spots that contact 
the ground.

Location of slit for cord.
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Your hands should be about 1/2" wide across the fingers, and the wrist should be about 1/4".

At this time you can refine the finger areas to show the bones/planes visible on the slightly curved hand. As
with the feet, I encourage you to look at your own hand and see just how they flex and extend. They really 
are marvelous machines, and we are fortunate to have a pair of them. Without them we could not carve!

The fingers should join at the ½-way point of the hand. 

As you work on the fingers remember where the bones are. The bones are not flexible- make them straight. 
Between the bones are the knuckles, and they will be higher than the surrounding areas.

Our fingers are about as thick as they are wide, so reduce the inside of the hand appropriately before you go
any further.

After you have the backs of the fingers indicated you can carry their indents over the tips of the fingers to 
help you to position the matching palm-side of the fingers.

Draw them in and use small gouges to visually separate them on the inside of the hand. 

After the fingers have been separated on both sides you may be able to see light through the wood between 
the fingers, but if you don’t, it is OK too.

Palm side of mitten hands. Backs of mitten hands.

Your 1/16" gouge will get the fingers visually separated.


